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DILATOMETRIC STUDY OF LiNH4SO4

CRYSTALS WITH MANGANESE IMPURITY

A crystal of lithium-ammonium sulfate with a manganese impurity of 5% has been synthe-
sized and its structural parameters (the atomic coordinates and the unit cell parameters) have
been specified. The introduction of the impurity was found to change the absolute values of the
thermal expansion coefficient Δ𝑙/𝑙0, but not its behavior. Furthermore, a negative thermal ex-
pansion along the specimen 𝑍 direction is revealed near the phase transition point. It is shown
that the introduction of the impurity shifts the phase transition point toward lower tempera-
tures from 461 K (for the pure crystal) to 455.7 K (for the impurity-doped crystal), reduces
the linear expansion coefficient 𝛼𝑖 in the interval of positive thermal expansion, increases it
in the interval of negative thermal expansion, and extends the temperature interval, where the
thermal expansion coefficient is negative. Indicative surfaces of the thermal expansion coef-
ficient in the ferroelectric and paraelectric phases have been plotted. The independent study
and the verification of the phase transition have been performed with the use of the method of
differential thermal analysis.
K e yw o r d s: crystal, impurity, thermal expansion, phase transition, differential thermal
analysis.

1. Introduction

Recently, the considerable attention has been paid to
the study of the physical properties of crystals be-
longing to the family of sulfates ABSO4 (A, B = Li,
Na, K, Rb, Cs, or NH4) and possessing a number
of interesting physical properties (ferroelectricity and
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ferroelasticity, second-harmonic generation, fast ionic
conductivity at high temperatures, and others). It is
worth noting that the cation substitution in the crys-
tal gives rise to substantial changes in the sequence
of phase transitions (PTs). For the examined crystals,
the PT is of the order-disorder type, being mainly
associated with the dynamics and orientation of the
SO4 tetrahedra, whereas the cations 𝐴 and 𝐵 are re-
sponsible for the PT character.

Typical representatives of this class are lithium-
ammonium sulfate (LAS) crystals LiNH4SO4. Depen-
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ding on their growth conditions, they can exist in
two modifications: 𝛼 and 𝛽. For pure LiNH4SO4

crystals of 𝛽-modification (𝛽-LAS), their optical, di-
electric, elastomechanical, and thermal properties to-
gether with the influence on them of hydrostatic or
uniaxial pressure, as well as such phenomena as nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR), Brillouin scatter-
ing, and so forth, have been studied [1–12]. In partic-
ular, those crystals demonstrate a number of inter-
esting PTs. At atmospheric pressure and the temper-
ature 𝑇1 = 461 K, the 𝛽-LAS crystal undergoes a PT
from the paraelectric 𝑃𝑚𝑐𝑛 phase to the ferroelectric
𝑃𝑐21𝑛 one. In the high-temperature phase, the SO4

and LiO4 tetrahedra have common angles and form
pseudo-hexagonal six-link rings oriented perpendic-
ularly to the 𝑐-axis. The NH4 groups are located at
the centers of large interlayer cavities created by those
rings. After the transition from the paraelectric phase
to the ferroelectric one, the SO4 tetrahedra, which
were in two configurations, become ordered in either
of them with a probability of 0.9. A characteristic fea-
ture of the ferroelectric phase is the existence of a do-
main structure along the orthorhombic axis 𝑏 [13–21].

In the course of dilatometric studies of the pure 𝛽-
LAS crystal, regions with zero and negative thermal
expansions (NTEs) were revealed [23]. NTE can be
found in functional materials of various types. It is
important, first of all, for their practical application,
since most of the available industrial-grade materials
have positive thermal expansion coefficients, which
negatively affects their performance at temperatures
higher than the “extreme” ones. The application of
materials with zero and negative thermal expansions
can be useful to prevent the damage to composite ma-
terials, for example, computer chip components sub-
jected to sudden temperature changes [23, 24].

The introduction of impurities is an effective tool
for varying the physical parameters of crystals: the
shift of PT points, the extension (narrowing) of
the temperature interval of phase existence, and the
changes of the temperature intervals with zero and
negative thermal expansions of the crystals.

Previous studies of the absorption spectra of LAS
crystals with impurities of copper ions in an interval
of 600–1350 nm revealed the appearance of three new
peaks at about 7500, 10000, and 12500 cm−1, whereas
the band at 12070 cm−1 was found shifted toward
short waves by 66 cm−1 in comparison with the pure
crystal [25].

By analyzing the temperature, 𝑇 , dependence of
the specific heat capacity 𝐶𝑝, the influence of a doping
of LAS crystals with metal Cs+ ions on the position
of PT points was studied [3,22,25,32] and substantial
changes of this parameter were revealed. In particu-
lar, the 𝐶𝑝(𝑇 ) peak associated with the PT becomes
sharper and shifts toward lower temperatures as the
impurity concentration increases. The cited authors
assumed that the introduction of the Cs impurity in-
duces the expansion of the critical temperature in-
terval, changes the thermodynamic parameters, and
decreases the excitation energy of dipoles.

Doping was found to bring about two opposite ef-
fects [26–29]. If the impurity concentration is low, an
insignificant misorientation of domain walls may take
place near a defect depending on its polarity, which
changes the domain wall energy and, accordingly, the
energy of dipoles. In the case of high concentrations,
the domain structure can become squeezed, which re-
duces the domain wall energy and, accordingly, the
energy of dipoles.

Earlier, the influence of the impurity of the transi-
tion metal copper (Cu) on the optical-electronic pa-
rameters of isomorphous K2SO4 crystals was stud-
ied [30–32]. It was found that the introduction of
the impurity decreases the magnitudes of the refrac-
tive indices 𝑛𝑖, changes the magnitudesof birefrin-
gence, enhances the temperature dependence Δ𝑛𝑖(𝑇 ),
slightly decreases the thermal expansion Δ𝑙/𝑙𝑖, sub-
stantially changes the magnitude of a jump in the
course of PT, and shifts the PT point toward lower
temperatures.

No corresponding works for LAS crystals have been
carried out so far. Therefore, there arose a necessity
to determine the impurity influence on the dilatomet-
ric parameters of those crystals. In this work, the ef-
fect of the manganese (Mn) impurity on the thermal
expansion and the position of the PT point of LAS
crystals is studied in order to elucidate the possibility
of controlling the physical properties of those crystals.

2. Experimental Technique

The studied LiNH4SO4 : Mn crystals of 𝛽-
modification were grown from an aqueous solution
by slowly evaporating the solvent [33]. The growth
took place at a constant temperature of 318 K, which
was maintained by a thermostat with an accuracy
of 0.1 K. The initial compounds were chemically
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pure salts of lithium sulfate Li2SO4 and ammonium
sulfate (NH4)2SO4 in the equimolar ratio,

Li2SO4 + (NH4)2SO4 +H2O → 2LiNH4SO4 +H2O,

and manganese sulfate crystal hydrate MnSO4· 5H2O.
To ensure the highest quality of the obtained crystals,
the compounds were recrystallized several times. Cul-
tivation was carried out from spontaneously formed
nuclei with the pseudo-hexagonal morphology. Du-
ring 30–35 days, optically high-quality crystals were
obtained in the form of hexagonal prisms with
well-developed crystallographic facets. The average
growth rate was 0.15± 0.05 mm per day. The crystal
facets of the grown 𝛽-LAS crystals with and without
the Mn impurity were identical.

In order to identify the grown crystals, an X-ray dif-
fraction study was performed on an automatic STOE
STADI diffractometer. For research, the crystals were
ground to form a powder. Measurements were made
in the angle interval from 5.0∘ to 103.865∘ with an
increment of 0.015∘. Diffractograms were recorded at
a rate of 400 s/step. The Cu K𝛼-transition with 𝜆 =
= 1.54060 Å at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of
35 mA was used as a radiation source. Measurements
were carried out at a temperature of 24.0 ∘C.

The thermal expansion of the crystals was studied
with the use of a quartz dilatometer. The installa-
tion made it possible to examine specimens with opti-
mal linear dimensions of about 1 cm and a maximum
linear elongation of 0.1 mm. The researched speci-
men had the following dimensions: 𝑑𝑥 = 3.79 mm,
𝑑𝑦 = 3.08 mm, and 𝑑𝑧 = 3.59 mm. The quartz
rod provided a reduction of the vertical tempera-
ture gradient between the specimen and the indica-
tor. In order to account for the linear expansion of
the quartz rod, the temperature-induced changes of
the indicator readouts were measured in the presence
and absence of the examined specimen and by zero-
ing the dilatometer readouts at room temperature in
both cases. Their difference is the thermal elongation
of the specimen at a given temperature. The mea-
surement accuracy of the specimen dimensions was
±0.001 mm. Every temperature point was held for
10–15 min.

For anisotropic crystals, the coefficient of ther-
mal expansion is defined as a second-rank tensor. For
crystals of the rhombic system, which include the ex-
amined one, it is necessary to know the expansion

coefficient values in three mutually perpendicular di-
rections that are parallel to the second-order axes:
𝛼11 = 𝛼1, 𝛼22 = 𝛼2, and 𝛼33 = 𝛼3. The coefficient
of linear thermal expansion 𝛼𝑙 is calculated according
to the formula

𝛼𝑙 =
𝑙 − 𝑙0

𝑙0 × (𝑇 − 𝑇0)
, 𝛼𝑙 =

𝑑𝑙

𝑙0 × 𝑑𝑇
. (1)

The coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion of the
crystal is the sum of all three linear coefficients,

𝛽 = 𝛼𝑉 ∼ 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 + 𝛼3. (2)

The differential thermal analysis of single crystals
was carried out making use of a synchronous ther-
mal analyzer LINSEIS STA PT1600, which allows the
temperature and time dependences of changes in the
heat flux and the material mass to be measured in
a controlled atmosphere. Before measurements, spec-
imens with a mass less than 100 mg were ground to a
powder. Temperature studies were carried out within
a temperature interval of 20–310 ∘C in the heating
and cooling modes at a rate of 10 ∘C/min. The accu-
racy of temperature measurements was ±0.001 ∘C.
On the basis of the obtained thermograms, which
allow one to distinguish between endothermic and
exothermic effects both related (the compound de-
cay) and not related (melting and crystallization) to
the weight loss, it is possible to clearly determine the
temperature of the structural phase transition.

3. Results and Discussion

The X-ray studies of the structure made it possi-
ble to identify the phase that is stable in a tem-
perature interval of 284–459.5 K; this is the com-
pound 𝛽-LiNH4SO4. On the basis of the crystal struc-
ture model [3, 30–33] and experimentally obtained
diffraction patterns (see Fig. 1), the structure of the
researched compound, atomic coordinates, and the
parameters of elementary lattice were specified. Na-
mely, the crystal belongs to the orthorhombic system
and has the space symmetry group 𝑃𝑛𝑎21 (No. 33);
the unit cell with the parameters 𝑎 = 8.7741(4) Å,
𝑏 = 9.1251(4) Å, and 𝑐 = 5.2785(3) Å contains four
formula units (𝑍 = 4). Using the Rietveld method
and on the basis of the experimentally determined
lattice parameters, the component composition of the
obtained crystals was specified, and the presence of
the Mn impurity was confirmed. The inclusion of Mn
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Fig. 1. Experimental (circles), theoretical (solid curve), and difference (bottom
curve) diffraction patterns of 𝛽-LiNH4SO4:Mn(5 wt.%) specimen

into the 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 structure manifests itself as a
reduction of the unit cell volume 𝑉 by 0.84 Å−3, i.e.,
to 422.62(3) Å−3. On the basis of our previous stud-
ies concerning the refractive parameters, we made
an assumption about the partial substitution of Li
atoms by Mn ones (heterovalent substitution of 2Li+
by Mn2+).

Dilatometric studies of the crystals are a reli-
able experimental tool that allows the temperature
and character of PT to be determined unambigu-
ously. The results experimentally obtained for the
temperature dependence of the relative elongation of
Mn-doped (5 wt.%) and pure [22] LiNH4SO4 crystals
in the temperature interval of 295–495 K are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. One can see that the introduction
of Mn impurity does not modify substantially the be-
havior of temperature expansion in three directions,
but only change the absolute values of Δ𝑙/𝑙0: in the
ferroelectric phase, the growth equals 0.47 × 10−3,
0.27 × 10−3, and 0.06 × 10−3 along the 𝑌 , 𝑋, and
𝑍 directions, respectively. A smooth, almost linear
increase of the specimen size is observed along the
𝑌 and 𝑋 directions as the temperature grows from
room temperature to 450 K. The coefficients of linear
temperature expansion in those directions are almost
identical both by the sign and the absolute value.
Along the 𝑍 direction, a smooth transition from an
almost zero expansion of the specimen to a negative
one is observed as the temperature increases, which
can be distinctly seen in the PT vicinity (Fig. 2).

Negative thermal expansion (NTE) arises as a re-
sult of long-range bond forces in the crystal. These

Fig. 2. Thermal expansion of pure and impurity-doped 𝛽-
LiNH4SO4 :Mn(5 wt.%) crystals

forces, which appear, when the atoms become polar-
ized, diminish the vibration frequencies of acoustic
modes in the phonon spectrum near the Brillouin-
zone boundary. The values of the Grüneisen coeffi-
cient 𝛾𝑖 at those frequencies are small positive num-
bers for longitudinal vibrations and negative ones for
transverse vibrations. As a result, the average value
of this parameter decreases and can acquire negative
values in a certain temperature interval [3].

It is known that the coefficient of volumetric ther-
mal expansion of the 𝛽-crystal can be written in the
form
𝛽 = 𝛾𝑖𝜒𝑇 (𝐶𝑉 /𝑉 ). (3)

Here, 𝑉 is the molar volume, 𝐶𝑉 the molar heat ca-
pacity, 𝜒𝑇 = −1/𝑉 (𝜕𝑉/𝜕𝑃 )𝑇 is the coefficient of
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of the coefficients of linear
expansion of pure and 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 :Mn(5 wt.%) crystals. The
same dependences near the phase transition point are shown
in the inset

isothermal compressibility of the crystal, and 𝛾𝑖 =
= −(𝜕 ln𝑇/𝜕 ln𝑉 )𝑆 is the Grüneisen parameter,
which characterizes the variation of the crystal tem-
perature at the adiabatic volume change. From for-
mula (3), we see that NTE is possible, only if the
parameter 𝛾𝑖 has a negative value.

The NTE mechanism in 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 is a result
of changes in the bonds between particles when ap-
proaching the ferroelectric PT point, which, in turn,
induce changes in the crystal symmetry, displace-
ments of massive charged particles, and spontaneous
polarization. The temperature behavior of the spon-
taneous polarization is directly responsible for the
volume variation of the unit cell. The 𝛽-LAS crys-
tal can be called one of the irregular ferroelectrics
[16], since the spontaneous polarization increases as
the temperature decreases.

NTE is also observed in the ammonium sulfate
(NH4)2SO4 crystal (it is isomorphic to 𝛽-LAS) in the
ferroelectric phase along the 𝛼-axis [35, 36]. Along
the other two axes, the crystal has positive expan-
sion. Above the PT point, the coefficients of thermal
expansion along all directions are positive. It was ex-
perimentally found that NTE for the crystals of this
sulfate group is directly related to the presence of
the ferroelectric phase. For instance, the ferroelectric
properties disappear at the isomorphic substitution
NH4 → Rb, and no HTE is observed for the Rb2SO4

crystal [29].
NTE in 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 and (NH4)2SO4 does not take

place in the whole temperature interval of the ferro-

electric phase, but only in a narrow vicinity of the
PT point. The studies of the temperature behavior
of the birefringence [13, 14] and dielectric permittiv-
ity together with the optical observations of specimen
surfaces showed that the PT begins well below 𝑇𝑜 in
nominally pure 𝛽-LAS crystals. A heterophase sys-
tem was revealed near the ferroelectric-paraelectric
phase transition point, which manifests itself as the
anomalous behavior of numerous physical properties
and governs the orientation of the ferroelectric do-
main wall [19, 20]. A drastic change of the unit cell
parameters along all directions and the maximum
anisotropy of the thermal expansion occur in the tem-
perature interval of this transient phase. It was found
that the introduction of the Mn impurity (5 wt.%)
into the crystal substantially modifies the ratio Δ𝑙/𝑙0
in the transient phase: this quantity increases by
1.14 × 10−3 and 0.74 × 10−3 along the 𝑌 - and 𝑋-
directions, respectively, but it decreases by 1.34×
× 10−3 along the 𝑍-direction. Hence, the coefficients
of thermal expansion along the 𝑌 - and 𝑋-directions
are positive, and it is negative along the 𝑍-direction:
𝛼𝑋 = 0.25 × 10−3 K−1, 𝛼𝑌 = 0.69 × 10−3 K−1, and
𝛼𝑍 = −0.52 × 10−3 K−1 (Fig. 3). For the impurity-
doped 𝛽-LAS crystal, we have the following results:
𝛼𝑋 = 0.08 × 10−3 K−1, 𝛼𝑌 = 0.29 × 10−3 K−1, and
𝛼𝑍 = −0.74 × 10−3 K−1. In the paraphase, the co-
efficients of linear temperature expansion are posi-
tive in all three directions; so, as the temperature
increases, the unit cell volume increases as well. The-
refore, the transformation of the thermal expansion
from negative to positive is a consequence of the
spontaneous polarization disappearance. In particu-
lar, for impurity-doped crystals in the paraphase, we
have almost identical growth of Δ𝑙/𝑙0 along all direc-
tions in comparison with pure crystals: 0.34 × 10−3,
0.33× 10−3, and 0.47× 10−3 along the directions 𝑌 ,
𝑋, and 𝑍, respectively.

Figure 3 demonstrates the temperature depen-
dence, and Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of
the thermal expansion coefficient 𝛼𝑖 for a Mn-doped
𝛽-LiNH4SO4 crystal, which were plotted on the basis
of experimentally obtained dependences Δ𝑙/𝑙0(𝑇 ). As
one can see, distinct peaks are observed in the 𝛼𝑖(𝑇 )
dependence in the PT vicinity, which confirms the
presence of PT in the pure and impurity-doped crys-
tals. Furthermore, in the interval of positive thermal
expansion, the introduction of the impurity leads to a
reduction of the 𝛼𝑖-value at the PT: 𝛼𝑖 ≈ 7.1× 10−4
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for the pure crystal and 𝛼𝑖 ≈ 1.2 × 10−4 for the im-
purity-doped one. At the same time, the opposite ef-
fect takes place in the NTE interval, i.e., the absolute
value of 𝛼𝑖 increases, if the impurity is introduced:
from about 5.0 × 10−4 for the pure crystal to about
7.8× 10−4 for the impurity-doped one. One can also
see that the doping extends the temperature interval
of NTE existence from about 8 K to about 10 K.

From Fig. 4, one can see that, in the ferroelectric
phase, the indicative surface of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient at room temperature has the form of
a toroid elongated along the 𝑌 -direction, and, as the
temperature increases, along the 𝑋-direction. All 3D
figures demonstrate a smooth transition of the ther-
mal expansion coefficient along the 𝑍-direction from
zero to a definitely negative value (the red region) at
𝑇 = 450 K. In the paraphase (𝑇 = 475 K), the ther-
mal expansion coefficients along all axes are positive:
the indicative surface of the thermal expansion coef-
ficient has the form of a toroid elongated along the
𝑍-direction.

The introduction of the Mn impurity forces the PT
point to shift toward lower temperatures. At the tem-
perature 𝑇𝑐 = 455.7 K, the 𝛽-LAS:Mn (5 wt.%) crys-
tals (5 wt.%) undergo the second-kind PT “ferroelec-
tric phase–paraelectric phase” (in the pure crystal,
the PT occurs at 461 K). Such a shift can be a con-
sequence of internal stresses that arise, if an impurity
with a different atomic radius is introduced: their di-
rectionality can prevent the temperature-induced ro-
tation of (SO4)2− tetrahedra. In this case, the ferro-
electric PT, which gives rise to the symmetry change
and the the appearance of spontaneous polarization,
takes place at lower temperatures. In turn, this leads
to a shift of the temperature interval, where the tran-
sient phase exists and, therefore, the temperature in-
terval with NTE toward lower temperatures.

In order to additionally verify the presence of a
phase transition in the impurity-doped LAS crystal,
we performed its differential thermal analysis (DTA)
in the heating and cooling modes using a synchronous
thermal analyzer LINSEIS STA PT 1600. The DTA
is known to be one of the most common methods for
registering and studying PTs (their thermal effects)
and the intervals of compound stability. The DTA
curve was obtained for the SK specimen preliminary
annealed at the temperature 𝑇 = 400 K. The heat-
ing and cooling rates were equal to 10 K/min. The
DTA results obtained for the lithium-ammonium sul-

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion 𝛼 for Mn-doped 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 crystal

Fig. 5. DTA curves registered in the heating and cooling
modes for doped 𝛽-LiNH4SO4 :Mn(5 wt.%) crystals in the
vicinity of phase transition

fate compound (Fig. 5) showed its existence up to a
temperature of 550 K.

To unambiguously study the PT point shift, DTA
measurements were performed in two modes: heating
and cooling within the temperature interval of 294–
550 K. From the figure, one can see that, in the case
of heating, the endothermic effect is observed in the
interval of 450–460 ∘C. A distinct peak was detected
at a temperature of 455.9 K in the case of heating,
and at 454.1 K in the case of cooling. The obtained
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DTA results confirmed the presence of phase trans-
formations in the impurity-doped lithium-ammonium
sulfate compound, as well as the corresponding shift
of the PT point in the case of doping.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the influence of the transition metal
impurity (manganese) on the thermal properties of
lithium-ammonium sulfate crystals in the tempera-
ture interval from room temperature to 555 K has
been studied.

The indicated compound has been synthesized, and
its structure, the atomic coordinates, and the param-
eters of the unit cell have been specified. The crys-
tal belongs to the orthorhombic system and has the
space symmetry group 𝑃𝑛𝑎21. The unit cell (𝑎 =
= 8.7741(4) Å, 𝑏 = 9.1251(4) Å, and 𝑐 = 5.2785(3) Å)
contains four formula units (𝑍 = 4). The doping de-
creases the unit cell volume because Mn atoms, whose
atomic radius is smaller, partially replace Li ones.

It has been found that the introduction of the Mn
impurity does not significantly change the behavior of
the crystal temperature expansion, but only leads to a
variation of the absolute values of the ratio Δ𝑙/𝑙0. In
the ferroelectric phase, we observe a smooth almost
linear increase of the specimen sizes along the 𝑌 - and
𝑋-direction as the temperature grows from room tem-
perature to 450 K, and a smooth transition from an
almost zero expansion of the specimen size to a nega-
tive one in the 𝑍-direction, which is clearly observed
near the PT.

The introduction of the Mn impurity (to 5 wt.%)
leads to a PT shift toward lower temperatures: from
461 K for the pure crystal to 455.7 K for the impurity-
doped one. This is a result of internal stresses that
arise, if an impurity with a different atomic radius
is introduced, and whose directionality prevents the
temperature-induced rotation of (SO4)2− tetrahedra.

It has been found that, in the interval of positive
thermal expansion, the impurity introduction leads
to a reduction of the linear expansion coefficient 𝛼𝑖,
whereas, in the interval of negative thermal expan-
sion, the effect is opposite: the absolute value of 𝛼𝑖

increases. The introduction of the impurity also gives
rise to an extension of the temperature interval of
NTE from about 8 K to about 10 K.

The indicative surfaces of the thermal expansion
coefficient in the ferroelectric and paraelectric phases
have been plotted. This will allow an impurity-doped

LAS crystal to be used as a compound with NTE
in functional materials of various types. First of all,
this is important for their practical applications, since
most of the existing industrial-grade materials have
a positive coefficient of thermal expansion, which
negatively affects their performance at temperatures
higher than “extreme” ones.
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ДИЛАТОМЕТРИЧНI ДОСЛIДЖЕННЯ
КРИСТАЛIВ LiNH4SO4 З ДОМIШКОЮ МАРГАНЦЮ

Синтезовано кристал лiтiй-амонiй сульфату з домiшкою
марганцю Mn (5%) та уточнено його структуру (коорди-
нати атомiв та параметри елементарної ґратки). Встанов-
лено, що введення домiшки призводить лише до змiни аб-
солютних значень термiчного розширення Δ𝑙/𝑙0, не змiню-
ючи його характеру, притому вздовж напрямку 𝑍 в око-
лi точки фазового переходу виявлено негативне термiчне
розширення. Показано, що введення домiшки приводить до
змiщення точки фазового переходу в бiк нижчих темпера-
тур з 461 К (для чистого) до 455,7 К (для домiшкового),
до зменшення величини коефiцiєнта лiнiйного розширен-
ня 𝛼𝑖 в областi позитивного термiчного розширення, та йо-
го збiльшення в областi негативного термiчного розширен-
ня, а також спричиняє зростання температурного iнтерва-
лу iснування дiлянки негативного термiчного розширення.
Побудовано вказiвнi поверхнi коефiцiєнта термiчного роз-
ширення в сегнето- та параелектричнiй фазах. Проведено
незалежне вивчення та пiдтвердження фазового переходу
методом диференцiального термiчного аналiзу.

Ключ о в i с л о в а: кристал, домiшка, термiчне розширен-
ня, фазовий перехiд, диференцiальний термiчний аналiз.
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